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Classic priest bis p5

Patch 1.12: T2 (3SetBonus)Patch 1.11: T2 (3SetBonus)Patch 1.10: T2 (3SetBonus)Patch 1.9: T2 (3SetBonus)Patch 1.8 in: T2 (3SetBonus)Patch 1.7: T2 (3SetBonus)Patch 1.6: T2 (3SetBonus) On Stage 1 before raid BiS, why senior wizards mantle listed over Mantle Lost Hope from Lord Roccor. It can be grown easily and the stats are
much better for healing. Manto de Esperanza PerdidaDitto pants, senior designer Pantaloons is clearly better than Skyshroud Leggings.Bombachos de diseñador elder Some mistakes:- Pre-raid Collar de anillas animado should be the best tie, with Diente de Gnarr is optional.- Before the raid stage 1 Manteo de archivista is listed as the
best back armor. In stage 2 this will be changed to Capa del Cosmos. Manteo de archivista has better statistics than Capa del Cosmos. But the Pellejo de las fieras is also out and is undoubtedly better than the Manteo de archivista. Pellejo de las fieras is also missing raid gear and Mantón de Sapphiron listed instead (which is worse than
many pre-raid options).- From Phase 2 and up to the best before the raid legs should be pantalones de Padre.- From Phase 2 and up to the best pre-raid baubles should be Lacre real de Eldre'Thalas (and should also appear on the best raid gear list).- From phase 2 and up to the best pre-raid baubles should be Lacre real de Eldre'Thalas
(and should also appear on the best raid gear list).- Stage 2 and up to the best pre-raid offhand should be piedra con resplandor brillante.- Fragmento de la Escama is completely missing gear lists.- Botas de pensamiento puro is completely missing on gear lists.- Sortija de cauterización is completely missing gear lists.- Guantánamo de
Evolución rápida is a stage 3 raid gear list. This element is worse than pre-raid options.- Corona adornada con cristales dissapears from lists after stage 2, although its better than other listed items. There is also no mention of PVP gear. Some of them are pretty good before the raid and at least one element is straight for a while. In the
pre-raid stage 1, What do you think of the waist : Cinturón Telafantasma Cinturón de estrella? EDIT: In addition; Cassandra's Grace is not stage 1. I think the second ring is wrong. These two look best: Círculo rosado + Lacre de FordringAlso, a good alternative to El martillo de Gracia and Cetro's real Thaurissan is bastón de sabiduría
orientadora. Tradeoff here is +6 stam instead of +5 int. This difference is quite small. Comparable at the boe shoulders: Chal de entierroAlternative headgear: Sombrero de fieltro carmesí (warning, it's bis mages/warlocks, and you'll make them sad rolling about it). Surprisingly, the sudario sagrado works really well too, and is quite cheap.
Last but not least, the fact is that Pluma amarrahuesos may not be as useful as dedo de dragón of healing (+18 healing)-------Y other tier Sortija de cauterizaciónx2 should be best because is not unique. I'm surprised that no one mentioned Raincaster Drape. Although it is green, green, probably is one of the best healing cloaks you can
get in a pre-molted core. He has more +healing than any other element before the raid, and in addition, he has a spirit of 9, which in itself is not shaved. It's also incredibly easy to get. Chal de entierro was tab before the raid stage 1 replacing Manto de zahorí anciano as BIS, but it did not replace it as bis raid stage 1. Man, this Stage 2 list
needs a lot of work. Why is Brazal de luz negra included in the BiS list for stage 2 when they are completely rubbish? Protegebrazos de Profecía is bis up to stage 3, when T2 occupies the slot Best in Slot Raid Gear for Healing Priests - Phase 1 (i.e. covering the post-raid bis elements) is miserably inaccurate as things go, especially with
Dire Maul is now available. Updating just before the raid bis list is not going to reduce it when many people have been raiding for weeks now. It's disappointing to see that Wowhead doesn't keep these many links pages properly. The section Best in Slot Raid Gear for Healing Priests - Phase 1 (i.e. covering bis elements after the raid) is
pathetically inaccurate because everything is happening, especially with Dire Maul is now available. Updating just before the raid bis list is not going to reduce it when many people have been raiding for weeks now. It's disappointing to see that Wowhead doesn't keep these many links pages properly. Piedra con resplandor brillante need
to be added to the pre-raid BiS. Whether it's better than Cetro's real Thaurissan is up for discussion, but it really should be there. Just a little question that shows the quality of this guide ... Where are the T2 leggs from the Phase 2 raid bis gear list? (other similar issues... Briarwood Reed from trinkets? Burial Shawl from the shoulder?
Shoes full moon from shoes? Cauterizing Band has already mentioned... also, where is whipvine cord from the belts, it's even beter than T1 ...) Also, based on what it is bis gear, for what purpose? There are various builds for priests, in fact priest healing is the most diverse as far as I know, with all the more specialized roles, such as
Upgrade Spec, Tank Cure-&gt;Greater Heal spec, the overall full goal of flash heal spammer talent? Or more complex power weaving / holy weaving, etc... some talent specializations clearly require special gears, but even for pure healing purposes there are differences. The whole guide is just a shallow haste to put together a list of
random items that gives spelpower/healup... or even not. p2 raid list. Seriously. Either do the right guide, or don't do it at all, because people will follow you, trusting you to show them a good way. Just a little question that shows the quality of this guide ... Where are the T2 leggs from the Phase 2 raid bis gear list? (other similar issues...
Briarwood Reed from trinkets? Burial Shawl from the shoulder? Shoes full moon from shoes? Cauterizing Band already ... and also where Whipvine Whipvine is from belts, it's even betting, nor T1 ...) Also, based on what it is bis gear, for what purpose? There are various builds for priests, in fact priest healing is the most diverse as far as I
know, with all the more specialized roles, such as Upgrade Spec, Tank Cure-&gt;Greater Heal spec, the overall full goal of flash heal spammer talent? Or more complex power weaving / holy weaving, etc... some talent specializations clearly require special gears, but even for pure healing purposes there are differences. The whole guide
is just a shallow haste to put together a list of random items that gives spelpower/healup... or even not. p2 raid list. Seriously. Either do the right guide, or don't do it at all, because people will follow you, trusting you to show them a good way. You can get +~ 60 therapeutic steering wheel quite cheap AH, which is strictly better than a green
lens with little effort, no? stage 2 raid list is all janky is now missing as well as . it also does not show t1 bracers that are better than those listed hard-of-the-scale are not listed and would be better than mindtap and no one will give the mascot to the doctor over dps Does anyone extend your wizard's shoulders are better than t.1 ones? I
see T.1 shoulder has +11 and wizard is +9 - BUT! I think the stats are about 4 spirit = +1 Healing.SO! isn't it mean + 11 Spirit of T.1 = +2 Heals, which = +11 Healing, and then everything else about it makes him better stat smart as well? Sorry because I think the author put a lot of work on this guide, but at least stage 1 and 2, it is quite
horrible, with a lot of stuff being wrong, enchants are mixed and so on. Follow the time to update the guide, so misinformation is limited, or find another author. This list is still very embarrassing. Before the raid bis stage 2:No mention of guantánamo atal's treatment, a very good alternative to Manos del Heraldo exaltado. Not mentioned
Puños de tejido flamígero of healing, probably better than any bracer listed. As well as any other healing bracers listed, there are some good ones. El círculo de la doncella is listed as the best, despite Círculo rosado is better in all respects for smite spam doctor. Junco maderahelecho is not included in the list, despite the fact that he is the
second best increase to +Healing - he was included in the 1st stage of cuentas de oración benditas, despite the fact that he is not available until stage 4. (Thanks Zamm) Single segundo is listed as best is controversial. In a boss fight where you expect mana to be a problem like Ragnaros, it's very good to provide one extra cure. In the
trash/dungeon, where the drink = downtime, a 15 min CD makes it worse overall mana than talismán de lectura mental. It is worth swapping into it 30 sec every 15 minutes between garbage only use effect. Not mentioned varita moon treatment despite the fact that better than amarrahuesos is no better than dedo de dragón of healing not
smite spam. Vara Resplandor astral of Healing can roll +18 Healing, so equal dedo de dragón of Healing.Raid BiS stage 2: Many items in advance raid BiS list is not carried or inconsistent. Gargantilla del Señor del Fuego is a definite improvement of collar de anillas animado, but the difference is small enough to think that a pre-raid
should be referred to as Optional. Manto de zahorí anciano is listed as best, despite being listed as worse than Chal de entierro before the raid. Capa del Cosmos and Manteo de archivista treatments are not carried away despite being better than Mantón de Sapphiron as optional non-smite spam. Protegebrazos de Profecía is not
included in the list, despite the fact that it is better than any of the listed bracers and, of course, better than any therapeutic. Leotardos de Trascendencia is not included in the list, despite the fact that he is better than any choice before the raid. No mention is made of Guantánamo prison in Atal. Cordón de parral is not carried away,
despite the fact that it is better than Faja de Profecía outside smite spam. Botas de la Luna llena is not carried, despite the fact that there is undoubtedly a better (maybe equal) Botas de profecía. Círculo rosado is listed as Best against Lacre de Fordring is controversial. Fragment de la Escama was not included in the list, despite the fact
that Talismán de lectura mental, but better. Junco maderahelecho was not added to the list again. The average increase in spelling power is equal to talismán de Poder efímero, but can be considered worse than an increase in demand. from healing sticks that are not listed again, despite the fact that they are better than any of the listed
rods. Many of these problems are transferred to lists of other stages. The list is common well, it just needs some care and attention. Also this is my first post so sorry for the mistakes. not sure why the wizard mantle gets put above t1 shoulder bis stage 2 list +2 additional healing really does not make up for intel spirit stam and loss of
resistance (not to mention prebis burial ones listed as the best)In preraid ones bo bracer with intel and stam is many worst then diremaul ones as well as dreamweave masterful head will never be mentioned anywhere 10 intel 12 spirit and 21 healing is much superior to 1% crit diremaul head. not sure why the wizard mantle gets put above
t1 shoulder bis stage 2 list +2 additional healing really does not make up for intel spirit stam and loss of resistance (not to mention prebis funeral ones listed as best)Be preraid those boe bracer with intel and stam are many worst then diremaul ones , as well as dreamweave masterful head will never be mentioned anywhere 10 12 spirit
and 21 healing is much superior to 1% crit diremaul head. Pre-raid trouble p2:Sublime wristguards are bis at MagiskullFordring seal and Rosewine is bis at Maiden's CircleDragon FInger from +18 Healing is BiS over BonecreeperRaid Bis problems p2:Choker of firelord whistling BiS should be given to doctors last as animated chain
necklace is almost the same prophecy size is BiS over senior wizards MantleVambraces prophecy is bis wrist no Blacklight BracersWhipvine Cord is BiS via Girdle from ProphecyTalisman of Ephermeral Power is a terrible doctor and they better keep the second wind until BWL with rejuv gem etcDragon Finger of Healing +18 Heal is
better than bonecreeper again. Depending on the spec a few things may change a little, but it's generally for p2 raidSeeing BiS as how snowblind shoes will be very rare, boots prophecies allow the priest to have 3/8 t1 faster flash treats when they need to save DPS who take the damage. Pre-raid trouble p2:Sublime wristguards are bis at
MagiskullFordring seal and Rosewine is BiS at Maiden's CircleDragon FInger of Healing +18 Healing is BiS via BonecreeperRaid Bis problems p2:Choker of firefighters whistling BiS should be given to doctors last as animated chain necklace is almost the samemanmanman of PropheCy is BiS through senior wizards MantleVambraces
prophecy is bis wrists at Blacklight BracersWhipvine Cord is BiS via Girdle of ProphecyTalisman of Ephermeral Power is a terrible doctor and they better keep the second wind until BWL with rejuv gem etcDragon Finger of Healing +18 is cured better than bonecreeper again. Depending on the spec a few things may change a little, but it's
generally for p2 raidSeeing BiS as how snowblind shoes will be very rare, boots prophecies allow the priest to have 3/8 t1 faster flash treats when they need to save DPS who take the damage. I think leotardos de Trascendencia should be bis raid stage 2. Rosewine Circle drops from war master Voone, not Urok Doomhowl. I'm still
wondering there's a heck T2 leg is on this list stage 2 n up... Mish'undare BIS to treat priests? Thanks I let my guild know, I'm sure all mages and warlocks will be very happy  Edit: The P3 list has been updated so I've crossed out of things that have been fixed, it's looking much better now. Just update the later stages, which still carry
the problems with which he had. There are still many problems before the raid. Since P3 now has a confirmed date, I wanted to write the problems I have with the P3 Raid BiS list:- T2 should be listed in each slot, not necessarily as the best, although it is in many slots, but simply for 8 set bonuses. In the full BiS + 8 set, Greater Heal gains
474 to 520 bonus healing through the effects of HoT assuming that +healing affects, as has been reported in vanilla. Some of the more hardcore guilds may not want it if it mess with your buff cap, but whatever your opinion on the 8-set – the only pieces missing from this list is halo de and Espaldares Espaldares Trascendencia, both of
which are quite equal to what is listed. - Corona adornada con cristales is not on the list, most priests do not use the 8-set most likely would like this + Healing in Mish'undare, Aro del Despelleja Almas, the item that will go to DPS and Paladins first anyway.- Collar de anillas animado is not listed as Optional, it's very close to Gargantilla del
Señor del Fuego, which is another point priests probably do not have priority. But if you're trying to keep the pre-raid choices from the raid list, it's good.- Sudario de Pensamiento puro and Mantón de Bendición are not listed, despite the fact that both are better than optional choices. Edit: Mantón de Bendición should still be listed, not
Capa del Señor de la camada.- I don't think Guantánamo de Evolución rápida is good enough to even be listed before the raid is probably better. Even with 3-set and holy specs, T1 will give more Int, mp5, and +Healing. Edit: T1 hands are now listed, I still think preraid is better than these though.- Botas de pensamiento puro is better than
botas de trascendencia. Perhaps the 8-set tag should be added with Best and Optional.- Sortija de cauterización is better than Anillo de Roca Negra, unless you really want to play mp5 build.- Since we now know the class quest comes with P3, Cuentas de oración benditas should be listed instead of Talismán de Poder efímero. - Lacre
real de Eldre'Thalas can be listed as optional in cases where static statistics are preferred.- Leu del Vivificador is better than Orbe de cazador de dragones.- Varita moon healing is better than Toque de dragón and is also not listed before the raid. I looked at the BiS Gear section, and there are a lot of things going wrong here:Generally1)
never use the hard-to-get Caster BiS items when there are equal or better Healer Items.2) good items from raids are usually rare WoW classics, so think of the other 9-12 doctors on your team before taking one alternative over another. Phase 2 Raid Gear:1) Crystal Adorned Crown is not a point that is available to many players because
of lack of drop chances (2x Azuregos per week for the entire server), so there should be a 3 option for those who don't have T2 yet2) Never take the choker out of firelord from casters. They won't get a better necklace, as long as Naxxram (some of which will never get a better update), when the animated chain necklace is almost identical,
and ZG is a great update (which has only a 3-day restoration timer).3) The same Sapphiron Drape, there are better alternatives such as Cloak of Cosmos, no greedy Caster4 Items Same and Sapphiron Drape, there are better alternatives such as Cloak of Cosmos Do not greedy Caster Items4) Same and Sapphiron Drape - in addition,
Spell Crit more often than not leads to Overheal5) both Blacklight Bracers and wraps are significantly smaller than T1 Bracers (Vambraces of Prophecy)6) Phase 2 BiS pants should include T2 Pants7) Do not go to hand power power BiS Point Wheeling), when you can get T1 gloves, which are a decent 2nd option8) Same as Choker,
don't touch Snowblind Boots ever. this caster point and not the doctor point.9) do not take the 2x Cauterizing Band because you will replace one of those ring from Nefarian (which drops more often than cauterizing). Leave the 2nd cauterizing for other players, it's better than a raid.10) Never take the talisman out of ephemeral power, it's a
caster element. The Shard of the Scale (not even mentioned) is a good mana regen alternative and also better than Mindtap Talisman.11) the best wand is a green lunar wand with healing +20 Healing.Phase 3 Raid Gear:1) Again, never take mish'undare, it's Caster BiS, take crystal crown or t2 (for 3/8 or 8/8 Set Bonus)2) However,
Choker is not intended for doctors - keep the animated chain necklace up zg3) mantle blackwing cabal as well as caster point ffs..... take T2 Shoulder4) Never consider cloak brood lord, this caster item5) Shimmering ghetto is a bad choice.... take shoes pure thought out of the BWL trash, they are madly strong6), if you have cauterizing,
it's better than Ring Blackrock. If you're horde, leave blackrock ring shamans7) good 2nd bauble is a Darkmoon card: Blue Dragon, it gives a nice MP5 that scales, especially with high Spirit Gear like T28) No need to take Lok'amir il Romathis when you have an almost equally good benediction, and Druids + Shamans/Paladins don't
upgrade to ZG. let's hammer.9) Lei from Lifegiver is a much superior offhand to Master Dragonslayer's Orb, especially considering that Nefarian's Guide should go to Tanks + Melee + Hunters first10) Again, Dragon's Touch is still lower than the moon wand +20 Healing. Only wand that better drops Naxxram.11) the entire 8/8 T2 set is
actually bis the whole game, if you are the default Maintank Healer, due to the greater healing rank 1 on the effectiveness of tanks (you can precast GRH tanks, which is much harder to do Raidhealing)Phase 5 Raid Gear1) Legs and head can be enchanted by Zul'Gurub Enchants 2) Shoulders can be enchanted by Zul'Gurub Enchants 3)
8/8 T2 still bis if you are Tankheal, and 3/8 still bis no matter what other options4) Mindtear Band and Shoes Ephiphany are Caster Items. take something else5) Cloak clarity, Grasp of the Old God, Amulet of fallen God and Scepter of false prophet all drop from C'thun. A number of alternatives should be provided, because almost no one
will get all 3 items in a decent time. E.g. Infinite wisdom gravel from AQ20 is a good alternative to a 1h weapon pair with Lei of LifegiverPhase 6 Raid Gear:1) Binding faith is a good alternative if you need t3 Setbonus2) The faith belt is a good alternative if you need T3 Setbonus3) Heat forgiveness is not really that good priests, you should
leave, who have more problems with MP54) Best Shoulder Enchant drops from Sapphiron 5) but the AQ40 element has an alternative ... Naxxram has 15 bosses, almost no guild yet has time to clear AQ40 when they are busy progressing in Naxxram.The fact that still stage 6, the best legs enchant should be Arcanum of Voracity for 8
intellect, which is even smaller than arcanum of rumination for 150 mana (or 10 intellect), not to mention Arcanum of Focus or Prophetic Aura, forcing me to believe that whoever wrote the guide was either slacking or has no clue about priests vanilla PvE Raiding.Edit: some more insights you will never get constant fire damage (if you hit
the flame buffet of Firemaw, reposition). 2) Whipper Root Tuber shares Cooldown with not only Major Healthstone (which is better at giving 1'200-1'440 HP), but also demonic/dark rune, which provides avg 1.2k Mana and much more healing than tuber. Nice to note, but inferior compared to other options.3) Consumables: Dark/Demonic
Rune don't share Cooldown with Potion, but they're with Major Healthstone (this should be listed as an alternative to Rune)4) Flask Chromatic Resistance is almost always a waste, especially nefarian, where you don't need any Shadow Resistance at all, but instead use Greater Shadow Protection Potion, because shadow damage in this
fight is not periodic. Perhaps it would be worth Safhiron or Viscidus, but you can get a 22 Resistance Ring, and think about what will give you more: 2k HP, 1.2k Mana, or Ring.5) The larger Arcane Elixir only gives spelling power and makes it useless for Healer6) A bigger Dreamless Sleep drink is a nice idea, but fights where there is a lull
and also really no harm to the break drink, usually not mana intense enough to claim Dreamless Sleep over Mana + Rune7) Or Nightfin Soup is Stamina Food, because if you're dead you're not healing. Consider Tender Wolf Steak +12 Stamina/+12 Spirit, or Dirge's Kickin Chimaeroks for +25 Stamina. also consider Gordok Green Grog
(+10 Stam) or Rumsey Rum Black Label (+15 Stam) as a drink alternative. Seriously, you have no idea how much damage comes your way AQ40.8) Elixir Greater Intelligence and Elixir of The Wise Men are not stacked with mage/priest raid buffs and are worthless.9) Elixir fortitude and Major Troll's blood potion is a good survival tool.
Dead priests are not good doctors. As for pre-raid bis rings, Crin de gnoll Zarpaleña is undoubtedly worse than others on the list. Funny little spell This wand is a BiS candidate (or at least a very good alternative) Stage 3: Recolector de esenciaThis drops from BWL garbage quite often – our guild has gained 2 in 2 weeks. Please update
this! Missing Pendant Fallen Dragon, for example, Please This! Missing pendant fallen dragon, for example, really, what is up to date this page? Where so many mistakes bis review in the last few stages. BiS elements that are rare and absolute bis for each rider, such as Mish'undare or firefighter choker. Until this week there was no ZG
loot included in the Phase 4 BiS review and there are still no optional half slots. From my point of view, without a priest myself, just looking for what our priests from the main raid could use from various bosses and raids, this is an awful guide. My name is Valary West.I'm from Canada, my husband and I have been married for about 7
years now. We were happily married with two children, a boy and a girl. Three months ago, I began to notice his strange behavior, and a few weeks later I found out that my husband was seeing something else. He started coming home late from work, he hardly cares about me or the kids anymore, sometimes he comes out and doesn't
even come home for about 2-3 days. I did everything I could to correct this problem, but all to no avail. I was very worried and needed help. As I have been browsing through I am very happy today with my family. My name is West Valary living in Canada, my husband has left me for a good 3 months now, and I love him so much, I've been
looking for ways to get him back since then. I tried many options, but he didn't come back until I met a friend who dared me to dr. Odumeje spell the wheel circle, which helped me bring back my husband after 48 hours. Me and my husband live happily together today so that man is great, you can contact him by email
odumejetemple@gmail. Com... Now I will advise any serious persons who find themselves in such a problem to contact him now a quick solution without stress.. He's always hello, now I call him my father. contact him now he is always online via email odumejetemple@gmail.com or contact him on his whatsapp mobile line
+2349012479806you can also contact me for more information about DR here is my email address. westvalary@gmail.com stage 4 need Guantánamo flor del desierto #reward-from-q added prebis ATLEAST issues stage 4 listHeadHalo de Trascendencia and Corona adornada con cristales missing and better than Mish'undare, Aro del
Despelleja AlmasPlus the fact that Mish'undare is a caster prio. NeckCollar rompeolas are missing better than Gargantilla del Señor del Fuego. Plus Choker is a caster prio. El Ojo que todo lo ve de Zuldazar should get a mention because it is better if you have another piece set bonus. ShoulderEspaldares de Trascendencia is missing
and better than Manto del Conciliábulo Alanegra. Plus the manuer is a caster prio. Manto de Confesor Zandalar should get a mention because it is bis with a fixed bonus. Sello Zandalar de serenidad missing as the best nest enchant. pure thought tr'ksta ir tikriausiai geriau nei Pellejo of the del Señor de la camada should not be listed at
all, because the other 3 options are better and it's the cape of castors anyway. WristEncantar Brazal: Poder de curación is better and lacking. HandsGuantes de Profecía should still be listed as optional at least, it is probably better or sidegrade in Manoplas de Trascendencia.Guantes flor del desierto deserves mention. WaistAtaduras de
Confesor Zandalar should get a mention of a minor downgrade in T2, but better when combined with Manto de Confesor Zandalar for the 2 set bonus. FeetBotas de pensamiento puro missing, absolute BiS.TrinketTalismán de curación de Hazza'rah and Talismán de héroe Zandalar really should get a mention. WeaponBendición should
still be added to the list, it is highly unlikely the priest will get Lok'amir il Romathis, so it will probably still be used for the entire stage 4.Off-HandLeu del Vivificador missing, the best slot. RangedRecolector de esencia is missing, probably bis, if the value mp5 is enough. Dedo de dragón of Healing (+18), the best healing wand missingSet
BonusesWorth, mentioning that 3 T2 (Vestimentas de Trascendencia) cuts are BiS, no matter what gear it replaces. Also, to get a full T2 8 set bonus should get a mention, it's easily the best slot in any situation when you get value from it. Until then, 2 pieces of the ZG set (Vestiduras del Confesor) are worth it. really almost the entire stage
6 raid bis list only 1 item per slot, there should be several options cause to get all drop is very unlikely as well as not mentions anywhere on keeping 3p T2 for set bonus stage 5 bis raid offhand should be Poderío de Sartura, with Leu del Vivificador as alternateHead and Feet enchant Aura proféticaI, know this may come out of the list of
intent bis, but T2 set units should be listed as BiS with AQ drops being alternate, due to the power of the T2 3-piece bonus Personally I know our priests will be focused on sombrero perdido de Don Rigoberto and Mann ternario, and this will replace the 2pc ZG shoulder and belt, swap around T1/T2 units to keep these bonuses. The 3pc
T1 gear will be replaced as long as you have enough other healing tissue to replace all at once, but this is slightly outside the scope of this list. Stage 5 offhand bis is defined not you kindly change it thanks. Many people rely on these lists who don't know better. Please try to correct them, there are many people offering advice in these
comments. In stage 5, the following elements are missing: Antena de tonificación is better than the Toque de dragón Amuleto del Mar de Dunas is better than some optional necks, listed in Guantes de Sabiduría oscura, are at least better than manoplas de Trascendencia phase 5 LOT errors. Still not mentioned 3p T2 (wich is bis til end of
class) (bracer, legs + or gloves or shoes the best option, also not mentioned 8/8 T2 set with optional zg 2 set set set and baubles) headlot: allthough unlikely to get most not mentioned worldboss head as well ouro hat better going pally/druid, considering how much better T3 the head will be for the priest and unlikely you'll see many of
ouro hats drop.neck: missing AQ20 Quest reward.cloak: don't mention hiding wild even you pure thought only side degree that.chest: no alternatives to mention also in the same case, as head guardian saint should go to druid and pallies the first priest had a masterly option and T2 chest, while druid pally (and I think shammy) was stuck
with strat ud dress.bracer: AGAIN no alternatives like T2 bracer wich happened as well as the best option to keep your T2 3 set.: legs T2 legs are simple better and again one of the best to keep your 3 set T2 gloves :: not to mention gloves of dark wisdom from AQ20.belt: no alternatives mentionedfeet: no mention of boots pure thoughts
and wth is Boots Epiphany makes there.ring: don't mention caut tape as optional and wth is mindtear band doing there.kets: do not mention where to start here, do not mention dm class baubles very unlikely bis combo cause the world boss loot not mention blue mention dragon, scale, zg class baubles irf only optional mention is very very
positional use trinket.weapons: missing clearly much better sartura OH or AV exalted OH not optional mention AQ20 class kit mace or scepterchain dagger at the optional 2H option at all (regalia quest staff) : not mentioned AQ20 garbage rod or one of the dark bracket BRD. Stage 6 is still a bunch of mistakes, the main still doesn't
mention 3set T2 it's a strong throw, your best slots for this bracer legs + boots or gloves, don't mention 8/8T2 is very very good at SapphironHead: allthough unlikely not to mention the head of the world boss yet. Neck: Gema de Inocentes atrapados WTH is that makes here a trash priest, alternatives should be jindo's or Aq20 quest one.
Bracer:Missing mention 3p T2 making t2 bis option. Legs: Mention t2 legs as optional, but they are bis your 3set. Gloves: Messiamy is the crap you either use T2 in your 3 set if you don't use shoes or T3/Dark Wisdom from AQ20Belt: WTH is cordón cinturón acecha ojos doing there. Ring: DON'T get an unanswered prayer as a priest, if
you already have a pure elemental band/martyr, they're pretty much identical and the priest get an awesome T3 ring while druid and pally get trash. Trinkets:Calor de Perdón is horribleRejuv and the eye is bis with DM class baubles and blue dragon as optional. Guns: No staff option also doesn't mention the great widow mace as well as
Av exalted OH is not mentioned, while he limbs close to the sarura one. Sticks:Toque de dragón is terrible. Terrible.
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